
Greek and Coptic Fonts and Keyboards 
 

 The resources proposed here are free of all rights and are intended for Hellenists and Coptologists needing to type Greek and 
Coptic with special signs (especially for ancient literature, technical texts, papyri, inscriptions). 
 
1. IFAO-Grec Unicode 

 This font is first of all a Greek and Coptic font which contains the most important critical and diacritical signs, and the sigla 
and symbols used in editing papyrological and epigraphical texts, as well as Greek texts of specialized content such as mathematics, 
astronomy, magic, music, and poetry. 
 The font is naturally compatible with other Greek fonts in standard Unicode format (Main Plane 0) and tries to be as 
compatible as possible with, e.g., New Athena Unicode in the Private Use Area (PUA) and the new Plane 1 area. But it offers a lot 
of possibilities that do not exist in other fonts. The font is designed to harmonise with Times (New Roman), in both style and 
dimensions. 

Samples of IFAO-Grec Unicode: 

2. IFAO-Grec Exposant 

 This font works with unicode font IFAO-Grec Unicode and allows to superimpose Greek letters above other letters. It is 
especially useful for papyrological editions.  

Ex. : π α 
 If one wants to superimpose letters (of the Greek alphabet only, including the lunar sigma), one must choose the IFAO-
Grec Exposant font and enter the desired letters, without changing the Greek keyboard.  

 It is possible to dot the superimposed letters: 

Ex. : π α̣ 
 You can also put the overlapping letter in right brackets: 

Ex. : π [α] 
 Other signs can also be superimposed: 

Ex. : π , π, π, αυ τ, etc. 
 

3. The Papyro Keyboards : Papyro Grec and Papyro Copte 

 Users of the IFAO-Grec Unicode wanting to type Greek and Coptic with the diacritical signs given by papyri and with the 
editorial signs that these fonts contain without having to go through the character viewer can download the these keyboards 
according to their needs: 

 


